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BEGINNER AGILITY 

Student Notes - Week 4 

Learning is stressful!  

It has been so long since most of us have been in school that we 
sometimes forget that learning can be a wee bit stressful. When we 
were in school we were given so much new information that it 
sometimes seemed like we could not possibly remember one more 
single thing, and then when a test was announced to test us on that 
knowledge it created even more tension. 

When studying for exams people are generally pensive, thoughtful and serious. No matter how interesting 
the information that you were learning, trying to learn and remember and apply that information still had 
stress associated with it. 

For your dog, learning new things like agility obstacles and instructions is also stressful. Dog will go through 
periods of tension and stress as they learn new exercises. Sometimes dog may decide on their own to take a 
break and head back to their crates during training. Other dogs may stop working and start sniffing the 
ground, or go off to visit other people, or other dogs. Other signs of stress may include ears back, tail 
tucked, panting, licking lips, or yawning.  Yawning can sometimes even be a common sign of stress on the 
start line while the dog waits to be released to start on course. 

Don’t become overly worried if your dog’s tail droops a bit during some of your training sessions. Your dog 
does not have to be happy and upbeat every second. Remember that learning is a stressful activity. If you 
think back on it, it is unlikely that you had a big grin on your face every second you were in school. Don’t 
expect your dog to do so either.  But as part of every training program, some sort of regular de-stressing 
activity must be developed.  This will allow your dog to forget about the lesson for a while and just have fun. 
This can be tug games, ball throwing, or just a bit of rough housing.  Even just going for a walk where your 
dog is not asked to be attentive, but can rather sniff the ground and investigate, can be a de-stressor) 

What you use as a de-stressor will depend on your dog.  Most dogs who are bred to work (herding/retrieving 
dogs) enjoy tugging, as that will allow them to bite hard to release built up stress and tension.  Some other 
dogs may simply enjoy a good rubdown and break from the exercise.  It is important to note that giving a 
food treat does NOT release stress.  To release tension requires a more hands on approach. 

WEAVE POLES____________________________________________ 

By this time you may have realized that weave pole training is challenging.  It is very important to start 

training weave poles at home, so the dog can get more training repetitions.  The easiest kinds of poles to 
make are the ones that stick into the ground, which you can get from farm supply store, used to string 
electric fence. You can also get large spikes and put them a few inches into the ground, and then but a pvc 
pole overtop (both available from hardware stores). It is important to remember that the dog ALWAYS has 
to enter the weave poles from the right side – no matter what side you, as a handler, are on.  

GETTING THE ENTRANCE: The objective of the exercise is to teach your dog to send away 
and go between the two poles (24” apart) right to left. The dog should then curl around the 
second pole left to right and return to you. 

1. Initially, you can go out with your dog to coax him between the poles with a treat or toy. 
As soon as he goes through, give enthusiastic praise, the treat or toy. 

2. Gradually put more distance between you and the poles, until you can safely send your 
dog between the poles from further away. 
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3. When your dog is happily going out between the poles and returning to you, begin changing the angle 
from which you send your dog to the poles. 


